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MAXIMAL QUOTIENT RINGS OF PRIME GROUP ALGEBRAS

JOHN HANNAH AND K. C. O'MEARA

Abstract. It is shown that a prime nonsingular group algebra KG, where G

is a group whose conjugacy classes are countable, has for its maximal right

quotient ring either a full linear ring or a simple directly infinite ring. In the

case where G is also locally finite only the second type can occur.

0. Introduction. The maximal right quotient ring Q of a prime nonsingular

ring A* is a prime regular right self-injective ring. Accordingly, within the class

of such rings, Q falls into one of the following disjoint subclasses (see

Goodearl and Handelman [7]):

(a) full linear rings,

(b) nonsimple rings with zero socle,

(c) directly finite non-Artinian rings (necessarily simple),

(d) simple, directly infinite rings.

All four types are possible for a general R (see [7] for examples of (c) and (d);

for (b) take R = T/soc T where T = Homf (F, V) for some vector space V

over a countable field F with dimF V > 2"°). However in § 1 we show that if

A is a prime nonsingular group algebra AG, where G is a group whose

conjugacy classes are countable, then only (a) and (d) can occur; type (a) if

AG has uniform right ideals, type (d) otherwise. This result is deduced after

the corresponding classification is established when A is a countable-dimen-

sional algebra. In §2 we show that uniform right ideals do not exist in AG if G

is also locally finite, and so the maximal quotient ring in this case is always

simple and directly infinite.

The above results are in direct contrast with Kaplansky's result that group

algebras over a field of characteristic zero are directly finite. Should some

class of group algebras have directly finite maximal quotient rings, this would

of course also establish the direct finiteness of these group algebras (and their

subgroup-algebras).

Note. Maximal right quotient ring (MRQ ring) is used in the sense of R. E.

Johnson [10]. A nonsingular ring is one with zero right singular ideal. Such

rings always have an MRQ ring, which is regular and right self-injective. For

modules A and B we write A < B if A is isomorphic to a submodule of B. A

ring is directly finite if all one-sided inverses are two-sided (i.e. xy = 1 implies
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yx = 1); otherwise it is directly infinite.

1. Countable-dimensional prime algebras. Let R be a prime nonsingular ring.

By a well-known result of Johnson [10], if R contains uniform right ideals,

then its MRQ ring is the ring of all linear transformations of some vector

space (of necessarily countable dimension if R is countable or a countable-di-

mensional algebra). For R countable but without uniform right ideals we

have the following result.

Theorem 1.1. If R is a countable prime nonsingular ring with no uniform

right ideals, then its MRQ ring is simple and directly infinite.

Proof. We shall use the following property of a prime nonsingular ring:

(*) For any nonzero right ideals A and B of R, there exist nonzero right

ideals I E A and J E B with I ^ J (as Ä-modules).

To show the MRQ ring of R is simple and directly infinite, it suffices by

Goodearl and Handelman [7, Theorem 5.3] to show that for each nonzero

r E R there exists a large right ideal L of R with L < rR. We shall establish

this by constructing inductively two families {/„}î° and {/„}" of independent

right ideals of R such that (i) 25% is large in R, (ii) *LfJn E rR, and (iii)

/„ = J„ for all «. Taking L = 2f/n gives the desired result.

Construction of In, Jn. Since R has no uniform right ideals, there exists a

family {5n}f° of independent nonzero right ideals of R with 2,°Bn E rR. Let

ax, a2, . . . , an, . . . be an enumeration of the nonzero elements of our

countable R. Using (*) we choose nonzero right ideals /, and Jx of R with

/, E axR,       Jx E Bx,   and   /, = Jx.

Now suppose we have found independent right ideals Ix, . . . , In and right

ideals JX,...,J„ with /, E B¡, I¡ = J¡, and (/, + ••• + /„) n a¡R ^ 0 for

/ = 1, ...,«.   If  (/, + •••+ /„) n an+xR ¥° 0  we  put  In+X - 7„+1 = 0.

Otherwise we use (*) to find nonzero right ideals I„+x and Jn+X with

In+\ C an + xR,       Jn+X E Bn+X,   and   In+X a Jn+X.

This establishes the construction.

It is immediate from the construction that (ii) and (iii) hold, and (i) is true

because for each an we have (/, + ••• + /„) n a„R J= 0. The proof is

complete.

By means of the following well-known lemma (see for instance Snider [13,

Lemma 3]) we can extend Theorem 1.1 to countable-dimensional prime

nonsingular algebras.

Lemma 1.2. Suppose R is an algebra over a field F and that K is a field

extension of F. If L is a large right ideal of R then K ®F L is a large right

ideal of K <8>F R. (So if K ®F R is nonsingular then so is R.)

Theorem 1.3. Let R be a prime nonsingular countable-dimensional algebra
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over a field K. If R has no uniform right ideals, then its MRQ ring is simple and

directly infinite.

Proof. By [7, Theorem 5.3] the MRQ ring is simple and directly infinite if

for each r E R, r =£ 0, there exists a large right ideal L of R with L % rR. Let

r be given. Since R has no uniform right ideals, there exists a family {bnR }J°

of independent nonzero principal right ideals of R such that 1?bnR E rR.

Let (x,}* be a A-basis for R. Then there exists a countable subfield F of A

and an F-subalgebra S of A such that {x,}J° is an F-basis for S, r E S, and

bn E S for all n. Since R = AS is prime, clearly S is prime. By 1.2, S is

nonsingular. Thus 5 is a countable prime nonsingular ring and we have

®2î°énSÇ rS. Hence by the proof of 1.1 (taking Bn = bnS), there exists a

large right ideal L, of 5 and an 5-monomorphism yp: L, -> rS. Let L = KLX.

By 1.2, L is a large right ideal of R. Since yp extends to an A-monomorphism

yp: KLX -* rR we have L % rR, as desired.

As an immediate corollary to 1.3 we have:

Corollary 1.4. Let G be a countable group with A+(G) = 1, and let A be

any field for which KG is nonsingular. If KG contains no uniform right ideals,

then its MRQ ring is simple and directly infinite.

Note. A+(G) is the torsion subgroup of the f.c. subgroup of G. A well-

known result of I. G. Connell characterizes prime group algebras AG as those

for which A+(G) = 1. In the sequel, we call a group G prime if A+(G) = 1.

For conditions under which AG is nonsingular, see Example 2.6.

1.4 can be extended to prime groups whose conjugacy classes are count-

able. To establish this we need two lemmas.

Lemma 1.5. Let G be a prime group whose conjugacy classes are countable.

Then for any countable subgroup H of G, there exists a countable prime normal

subgroup H of G containing H.

Proof. If A <] G and B is a subgroup containing A, let us say that the

conjugacy classes of A are 'fused' in B if each fi-conjugacy class contained in

A is a complete G-conjugacy class. We shall construct inductively a countable

family {/Fn}f° of countable normal subgroups of G containing H such that

H„ E Hn+X and the classes of Hn are fused in Hn+X for all n. Taking

H = (J fHn then gives the desired result. (// is prime because G is prime and

the classes of H are already fused in H.)

To begin the construction, we let Hx be the normal closure of H. Since the

conjugacy classes of G are countable, the normal closure (in G) of any

countable subgroup of G is again clearly countable. Now suppose we have

constructed Hx, . . . , Hn. Since Hn is countable there exists a countable subset

Cn of G such that the classes of Hn are fused in <//„, C„>. Now for Hn+X we

take the normal closure of (Hn, C„>. This establishes the construction.
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Lemma 1.6. // H is a normal (or subnormal) subgroup of G, then any large

right ideal of KH generates a large right ideal of KG. (In particular if KG is

nonsingular then so is KH)

Proof. See Burgess [1, 2.5].

Theorem 1.7. Let G be a prime group whose conjugacy classes are countable,

and let K be any field for which KG is nonsingular. If KG has no uniform right

ideals, then its MRQ ring is simple and directly infinite.

Proof. Let R = KG and let 0 ^ r E R. It suffices to produce a large right

ideal L of R with L < rR. Let {b„R }f° be as in the proof of 1.3. Applying 1.5
to the subgroup generated by the supports of the bn and r, we can find a

countable prime normal subgroup H of G such that r, bn E KH for all «.

Now KH is a countable-dimensional prime nonsingular algebra, and we have

(Blif^KH E rKH. Hence by the proof of 1.3, there exists a large right ideal

/ of KH and a Ä7/-monomorphism \p: I -» rKH. Let L = IR. By 1.6, L is a

large right ideal of R. Since \p extends to a ÄG-monomorphism \p: IR^ rR,

we have L < rR as desired.

Remark. The proof of 1.7 used the existence of a suitable countable H

such that large right ideals of KH generate large right ideals of KG. This

property is not shared by all subgroups, as shown by the following example

due to Formanek [4]: let G be the free group on two generators a and b. Let

H = <a>. Then (1 - a)KH is large in KH but (1 - a)KG is not large in KG

because (1 - a)KG n (1 - b)KG = 0.

2. Locally finite group algebras. For groups whose conjugacy classes are

countable, our attempt to classify the MRQ rings of prime group algebras

requires only a criterion for the existence of uniform right ideals. In this

section we shall supply that need in the case of locally finite groups by using

the following (probably well-known) dimension function.

Let A' be a field and G a locally finite group, and denote by L(KG) the

lattice of finitely generated right ideals of KG. Given A = axKG + ■ ■ ■ +

anKG E L(KG) we find d(A) as follows: let H be a finite subgroup of G

containing the supports of a,,..., an and write

d(A) = \H\~X dim K(axKH + • • • + a„KH).

Proposition 2.1. If G is locally finite then d: L(KG) -» [0, 1] is well defined,

and if A, B E L(KG) then

(i) d(A) > 0 with equality if and only if A = Ö,

(ii) d(A) < 1 with equality if and only ifA = KG,

(iii) A ¿ B implies d(A) < d(B),

(iv)A n B = 0 implies d(A + B) = d(A) + d(B).

Proof. That d(A) is independent of the choice of H follows because if

gx, . . . , gm is a complete set of right coset representatives for H in some
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finite subgroup Hx then

n m    I    n \

/=1 7=l\,=l        /

and the sum over 7 is a direct sum of isomorphic A-modules. It is now easy to

see that diA) is independent of the choice of a,,..., an and that d satisfies (i)

to (iv).

We shall use d to show that locally finite prime group algebras have zero

socle. Müller (see [11]) has already shown that many locally finite group

algebras have zero socle; for example, those AG where G is infinite and A is

algebraically closed, or where G has the property that, for any finite subgroup

U, there is a finite nontrivial subgroup V normalized by U and satisfying

U n V = 1. We do not know if this latter class includes all prime groups and

so, since Müller also shows that some locally finite group algebras have

nonzero socle, we avoid that approach as follows.

Theorem 2.2. If G ^ I is a locally finite prime group then soc AG = 0.

Proof. Since G is prime it is infinite. By considering right ideals of the

form (A, + • • • + hn)KG, where {hx, . . . ,hn) is a subgroup of G, we see

that inf'{diA): A ^ 0} = 0. Suppose however that A ¥= 0 is a minimal right

ideal and let 0 =¿ B E L(AG). As AG is prime, A S B and so diA) < diB).

This gives the contradiction 0 < diA) = inî{d{B): B =£ 0}.

We can now prove the main result of this section.

Theorem 2.3. Let G ^ 1 be a locally finite prime group whose conjugacy

classes are countable. If KG is nonsingular then its MRQ ring is simple and

directly infinite.

Proof. Since G is locally finite, the radical and the singular ideal of AG

coincide by Proposition 9 of [13]. Hence AG is semisimple and so, as in

Lemma 2.1 of [2], every nonzero right ideal of AG contains a nonzero

idempotent. Thus any uniform right ideal of AG is minimal. Our theorem

now follows from Theorems 2.2 and 1.7.

Theorem 2.3 is an interesting parallel to Fisher and Snider's result (see [2])

that such group algebras are primitive if G is countable. At the same time, it

contrasts with Goursaud and Valette's result (see [9]) that, for suitable A, if

AG is regular then the type I part of the MRQ ring of AG is directly finite.

We do not know if Theorem 2.3 remains true when the countability

hypothesis is dropped. However, the first part of our next result shows that,

because of d, right ideals of AG cannot be "too big" when G is locally finite.

We shall use this to prove that in general the MRQ ring of AG is at most one

step away from being simple. The second part of the result generalizes

Proposition 2.11 of [8].

Proposition 2.4. Let G be locally finite. Then every right ideal of KG is an
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essential extension of some countably generated right ideal. Consequently KG is

hereditary if and only if KG is regular and G is countable.

Proof. The first statement is proved by using d and imitating Lemma 13 of

[6]. Suppose KG is hereditary. By Lemma 2.1 and Proposition 2.2 of [8], KG is

regular. Now coG is a projective right ideal which is an essential extension of a

countably generated right ideal. As KG is nonsingular, «G is itself countably

generated and so G is countable. The converse is clear.

Remark. The second statement also follows from the proof of Proposition

2.11 of [8] because if H is any infinite subgroup of G then s\ip{d(A):

A E íoH} = 1 and this is enough to make co/Y large.

Proposition 2.5. // G is a locally finite prime group and KG is nonsingular,

then the MRQ ring Q of KG has at most one proper ideal. If in addition, G has

a prime subnormal subgroup H whose conjugacy classes are countable then Q is

directly infinite.

Proof. By the first part of Proposition 2.4, KG has no uncountable families

of independent nonzero right ideals. Hence, in the terminology of [5], H(xx)

= Q and Q has at most one proper ideal, namely H(«0). The second part

follows because, by [4], the MRQ ring of KH is contained in Q and because

of Theorem 2.3.

Finally we mention just a few of the many known interesting examples of

prime nonsingular group algebras.

Example 2.6. (1) char K = 0. By Theorem 4 of [13], KG is nonsingular for

any group G. So if A+(G) = 1 then KG is a prime nonsingular group algebra.

In particular G can be chosen to be one of the following groups:

(a) the group Sx of all permutations of an infinite set X which move only

finitely many elements of X (if X is countable then, by Theorem 2.3, the

MRQ ring of KG is simple and directly infinite),

(b) the (weak) wreath product A 'v B where A is nontrivial and B is infinite

(see [12, Lemma 21.5]),

(c) any polycyclic (or for that matter, abejian-by-finite) group with A+(G)

= 1 (for example, the infinite dihedral group); in this case Goldie's theorem

(or Posner's, respectively) shows that the MRQ ring of KG is a finite-dimen-

sional full linear ring since KG is prime and Noetherian (or prime and

satisfies a polynomial identity, respectively) (see [12, Theorem 5.1 and p.

136]),

(d) any infinite simple group.

(2) char K = p > 0.

(i) If G is locally finite the radical and singular ideal of A"G coincide and so

prime semisimple KG provide further examples. In particular, by [3], we could

use the permutation group Sx (see (a) above).

(ii) If G is solvable then KG is nonsingular if and only if G has no finite

subnormal subgroups of order divisible by p (see [13, Theorem 7]).
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Note added in proof. In a forthcoming paper, The socle in group rings, B.

Hartley and J. S. Richardson characterize the locally finite group algebras

with nonzero socle (cf. Theorem 2.2).
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